Questions about Attunements
Question:
Do you suggest, as part of the IET attunement process, any
minimum amount of time between attunements at different levels? If so, how long
are your recommendations? This questions stems from my history with Reiki. I
am currently attuned to Reiki II. During my sessions for Reiki I & II, my instructor
suggested that I allow at least 21 days for a digestion/sorting process (my words,
not hers) before I took the next level of Reiki attunement.
Answer:
Thank you for inquiring about IET. We recommend that there be a 24
hour period of time between attunements. This is no problem because
attunements are given only as a part of classes and classes cannot be taught any
closer than 24 hours in time.
Question:
I was wondering why it is necessary to get the attunements. Could
you not just ask Divine to be prepared to do this type of work and they would
prepare you? I plan on getting the intermediate and advance level attunements
but was just curious as to why dive would reguire this. Thank you very much...
Answer:
Thank you for your question. The best way to think of an attunement
and the reason for attunements is by using a metphor. Think of yourself being like
a digital radio receiver. The attunement gives you a "preset button" to pull in a
specific angelic vibration. In the IET training classes, the student receives 4 preset
vibrations that lets him or her pull in the Basic, Intermediate, Advanced, and
Master-instructor energy rays.
I hope that this helps you understand the reason why attunements are necessary.
Question: Have you ever had people asking to be re-attuned to the angel energy
and if so in what situations?
Answer: For the most part the only time that I re-attune someone is in the
context of the Master-Instructor class. I did have a special event for local MasterInstructors in the Massachusetts area this month and as a part of that event I reattuned the Master-Instructors that attended that event. IET attunements are
permanent and it is not necessary to be re-attuned, however, I find that students
do like to be re-attuned because they enjoy being in that attunement energy.
Question:
Can someone take away an attunement? Do I have to be re-attuned
if it's been removed?
Answer:
The attunement is a permanent expansion of the student's human
energy field (it never wears off). Nor can it be removed by another person. An
attunement is like a prayer - when you say a prayer for someone, there it is. If
someone chooses not to use it, that's fine, but it never goes away. Thus, you don't
need to be re-attuned to have it. It's still there.
Question:
Why is it that some energy systems provide remote attunements
and IET does not? I am confused regarding the concept of energy work. How is it
possible to do a remote session, where you are assessing the persons system
(w/the aid of the angels), sending and integrating energy without compromising
the quality of the system or service but reach a limitation in providing
attunements remotely. I have learned that time and space are but a concept and
are breeched when performing distant sessions. How is this not applied to

providing distant attunements. Is this an attempt to control the quality of the
system by putting into place a standard format that supports the monitoring and
regulation of the system. curious to know. thanks for your time.
Answer:
Thank you for your question. You are right time and space are a
concept in energy work for the most part but with the IET attunements we have
discovered that they must be done in person. I like your explanation of the
quality of the system by putting into place a standard format that supports the
monitoring and regulation of the system. This is true. We are very conscious of
keeping the integrity of IET solid. We value the fact that taking an IET class
anywhere ... you would receive the same training and the system for doing an IET
session is standard. Also IET is not just about the attunement. It is a complete
learning system. Doing IET sessions for oneself or others helps release negative
emotions that keep people stuck in repeating negative patterns. The attunements
are wonderful but the sessions are also the way to healing.
Specifically regarding attunements, IET attunements are done by the Healing
Angels through the IET Master-Instructor. The Master-Instructor creates the
perfect energetic environment to prepare the IET student to receive the
attunement through the use of hand positions, sacred geometry, and sequential
techniques. Then, the Healing Angels work through the Master-Instructor, and
bring the attunement through the empowerment of the Master-Instructor's
attunements, to the student. The angels use the Master-Instructor's body to bring
the attunement energy down from the Angelic vibration to the Human physical
vibration where it can be transferred to the student. Thus, the attunement cannot
be done absentee since the Master-Instructor offering the attunement cannot
transfer the attunement through their human vibration absentee. It can only be
transferred by being physically present with the student.
I hope that this is helpful and thank you again for you question.
Answer:
IET attunements are permanent and therefore, you do not need to be
re-attuned. Just to let you know, you can review the classes usually for a minimal
fee if you are interested. Some people like to review to connect back with the
energy of the people who are taking IET.
Question:
I completed the advanced class in IET in August 2003 and have
infrequently used the IET Energy. However I have made a conscious decision to
start a daily practice using the IET techniques and I was wondering do I need to
be re-attuned because I haven't practiced enough or is the energy something I
will always be connected to regardless?
Answer:
IET attunements are permanent and therefore, you do not need to be
re-attuned. Just to let you know, you can review the classes usually for a minimal
fee if you are interested. Some people like to review to connect back with the
energy of the people who are taking IET.

